DRESSER MIRROR ATTACHMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Carolina mirrors add depth and style to your bedroom while providing convenience to your dressing
area. Mirrors are available to match dressers in each bedroom series. Two wooden supports are
pre-attached to the backs of each mirror with holes that are pre-drilled for installation to a dresser
base. In addition, mounting screws are pre-packaged and placed in the top drawer of each dresser
to be used for mounting a matching mirror. Framed mirrors are available in a variety of styles
from Carolina that complement colors and textures of each bedroom series.

Things You Will Need
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tape measure
Pencil
Pre-attached wooden mirror supports
Screwdriver
Pre-packaged wood screws
Two people are recommended
Remove mirror from the box and turn the pre-attached mirror supports to the complete down
position. You may use a bed or soft surface in this step while positioning the mirror supports.
With help, move dresser within the room to allow work space behind and in front of dresser prior
to mirror installation.
Using the tape measure, you may either measure the distance from each side of the mirror and
dresser to reach a center point, or visually center the mirror to the dresser as desired. If measuring
for a center point, measure and mark the center point of dresser and mirror on the back side of
each (top center of dresser) (bottom center of mirror – between wooden brackets).
Lift mirror to an upright position and place it at the rear of your dresser with the mirror supports
left to swing in the down position. **Note: At this point two hands are better; one to hold mirror
in place and one to secure the mirror with screws and wood brackets.
With the mirror in the center position (matching pencil marks), insert screws supplied into the predrilled holes of the wooden mirror supports and screw into back of dresser, first one on each side
of the dresser, then repeat until each side is secured. If using power equipment be careful not to
over tighten screws.
Note: After installation, be careful moving the dresser into place, and anytime dresser is moved
it is advisable to first remove the mirror, and remember two hands are better than one when
installing or moving mirrors or dressers.
Note: If you purchased a mirror to use separately, to wall hang, etc., or for use with another
manufactured product or piece other than a Carolina Dresser Base, we suggest that you purchase
mirror mounting hardware from a local supplier and follow recommended instructions that come
with the mounting kit to fit the type of installation you desire.

